AVCA-Badger Region
EDUCATIONAL TIP OF THE WEEK
Across the Net Crossfire / Pepper Progression
Gregory Shell, Central Connecticut State University Assistant Coach
Often when teaching hitting mechanics, we spend our time on approach footwork and angles, getting into a good load position, keeping the ball in front of us, and having a correct arm swing. These are all very important components of effective hitting, but we haven’t dealt with the most important part yet – the moment of impact and the hand contact on the ball. You can use the following to reinforce a good hand contact and to refine the ability to control the ball. At the same time, your passers are working on reading an arm swing, platform presentation and basic movement.

Across the Net Crossfire uses two groups, a passing group and a hitting group. Both groups are divided in half, with half of your Hitters (H) in a line coming into zone 1, and the other half in zone 5 on the same side of the net. The Passers (P) are set up the same way on the other side of the net. There is also a target on the passing side (probably with a ball cart to fill) and a feeder on the hitting side with a full ball cart. See diagram.

In the most basic version of this drill, the Hitters in zone 5 are self-tossing and hitting a downball across the net to the Passers in zone 5, while the Hitters in zone 1 are hitting to zone 1. After hitting the downball, the Hitter goes to the end of her own line, or to the end of the other hitting line, however you have decided to structure the drill. The Passer will go to the end of her own line or to the back of the other passing line, as instructed. So as not to stress the target too much, either add extra shaggers for ball management or make sure the hitters alternate, so that more than one pass isn’t up in the air at one time.

To add variety and a little more reality to the drill, the Feeder can toss the balls for the Hitters; now they are focused not only on hand contact and a high contact point, but on moving to the ball and on getting the ball where they want it to go, even if the set they are hitting is not ideal. They are still working crosscourt, so the swings are fairly simple (unless the toss is terrible, when your hitter may have a bit more work to do).

You can run the same drill but instead of hitting crosscourt, the balls are now hit down the line, so zone 5 hits to zone 1, and zone 1 hits to zone 5. We usually start with a short self-tossed piece here, before progressing to hitting a tossed ball – there will be some ugly swings if tosses are not accurate, but it certainly reinforces the need to move not only your feet, but also your hitting shoulder, to the ball.

The last progression, Across the Net Pepper, is set up the same, but you will not need a toser (after the initial ball is entered) or a target. This can be played as a cooperative two- or three-touch game, or as a competitive two- or three-touch game. The ball is entered on a toss, and goes live immediately. If you are playing three-touch, the first contact is passed up and the partner sets, and the initial passer downballs – as the ball crosses the net, both step off and are re-placed by the next in line. (Note: It re-ally helps if you script crosscourt or line, especially in the cooperative versions.) The ball is played out until it drops, and another is introduced. The two-touch variety is less gamelike, but really focuses on control of the ball, and stresses both the passer and the hitter – the first touch is passed up, and the second must be downballed. There are a variety of ways to score this game, and you can set up the rotation pretty much any way you want – no matter how you set it up, there should be plenty of good passing reps and great opportunities to work on hand contact and armswings in a changing environment.
Thanks for your membership in the Badger Region
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